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Abstract

The direct integration of electric connections into AM-fabricated plastic parts at printing time has
recently attracted increasing attention. To make efficient use of such techniques, appropriate design
and routing software is required. In prior work, we proposed the integration of Surface-Mounted
Devices (SMD) and wiring into a slicing-software for FDM-based processes. This approach al-
lows to consider process parameters, e.g. extrusion width, layer thickness or temperature for each
specific printjob. In this work, we introduce an algorithm for local, topology-aware wire routing.
The trace-width of a printed wire roughly equates the typical extrusion width of FDM-printers and
the pitch of larger SMD-package types. For curved object surfaces and regions with high wire den-
sity, linear routing produces a high number of small islands and gaps. To mitigate this effect, we
attempt to align wires with object perimeters and perimeters of already routed wires. A weighted
graph representation is generated from all printable perimeters of each layer and direct connections
between wire waypoints. An A*-based search is then employed to find optimal routes.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, significant progess has been made in the field of combined manufacturing
of objects with integrated electronic circuits [1]. A number of different techniques have emerged
to co-fabricate physical objects and electric contacts within or at the surface of these objects. The
most common and developed approaches are direct write of silver inks [2, 3, 4, 5], wire embedding
[6, 7], aerosol jetting [8] and inkjet application of low viscosity conductive inks [9, 10]. While the
physical printing technology is maturing, the important aspect of efficient object- and electronics
co-design has not received the same amount of attention yet. As Lopes et al. [11] have put it back
in 2012: “Although many algorithms and software are available for component placement and
routing in 2D electronics, a need exists for extending and implementing these algorithms in 3D.”
Most of the printed demonstrator objects have been carefully designed and prepared with a sub-
stantial amount of manual work, which is not a feasible option for broader commercial application
of additively fabricated electronics. MacDonald et al. proposed to use common 2D Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) layouting software to prepare component arrangement and net routing. In a second
step, they wrap or fold the result around the surface of simple objects [12]. While this approach
incorporates most of the advantages of well developed eCAD software, it is limited to simple geo-
metric volumes and does not utilize the inside of objects. In 2015, Autodesk in cooperation with
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Voxel8 launched Project Wire, a combination of a web-based CAD-modeler with support for some
predefined electronic components and a slicing tool [13]. However, the effort was stopped and
the project is abandoned since end of 2017, apparently due to economic reasons. Panhalkar et al.
proposed a file format for the additive manufacturing of electronics [14]. They use a CSG-style
tree representation to combine geometric and electric information, but the aspect of wiring the
electronic components is not addressed. A more exotic approach was taken by Swensen et al. [15].
They generate a set of tubes to be filled by injecting an eutectic alloy after the object is printed.
Length and diameter of the tubes are adapted such that they get completely filled at the same time.
The work of Ta et al. [16] and Ramakers et al. [17] focuses on the 2D design and routing of
printed electronics. They address the problem of collision free planar routing for inkjet printed,
paper based electronics and compensate the significant effect of high resistivity in silver inks by
generating wire traces with different length and trace width.
Classical grid based [18] and grid free [19, 20] routing approaches provide important concepts
for areas where a grid can partially be applied (large infill areas) and simple alignment methods
for inter-layer connections and arbitrarily shaped obstruction zones. More recent algorithms, in-
corporating partitioning and simulated annealing [21] or the graph based Pathfinder [22] bear a
high potential for future optimizations, but are not directly applicable at the current early stage of
3D printed electronics. None of the approaches mentioned above cover a large number of layers,
manufacturing process parameters, varying shapes in adjacent layers and particularly the need of
partially overlapping traces instead of vertical vias for inter-layer connections.

2. Problem Statement and Previous Work
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Figure 1 – Well-established and common tools
are used to design the physical object (mCAD)
and the circuit schematics (eCAD). The results
are interactively integrated in the slicing tool,
incorporating the respective process parameters
and providing a realistic preview of the result.

In this section, we briefly describe the intended
usecase for our routing algorithm. We intro-
duce our current integrated manufacturing pro-
cess and state the problems of 3D electronics de-
sign we aim to solve.
We use a modified, off the shelf FDM 3D-printer
(Fig. 2) with an additional conductive paste ex-
truder, a vacuum gripper and a set of cameras for
automatic SMD-component placement [23].
As Fig. 1 illustrates, actually printing an inte-
grated 3-dimensional circuit requires a model of
the object (mCAD), a circuit design (eCAD) and
the transformation into an executable toolpath
(slicing). In previous work [24], we describe the
integration of a 3D electronics design concept
into the open source tool Slic3r [25]. The cir-
cuit definition and component shape information
is imported from EAGLE schematic files. The
user then places electronic components and way-
points for the wire generation in an augmented
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preview of the final toolpath. Part cavities, wire channels and aligned beds to cover sparse infill
are created during the slicing process on a per-layer base. The resulting g-code also contains posi-
tioning information for SMD-components and can be directly executed by the printer. The object
is then fully automatically printed and assembled without manual process steps.

Figure 2 – Hardware setup used to print objects with integrated electronics. From left to right: a: modified
RepRap Industrial printer, equipped with b: two cameras for component handling and process monitoring,
one mounted at the printhead, one next to the printbed c: a screw-driven conductive paste extruder and d: a
vacuum gripper for automatic component placement.

So far, wires are only generated as a straight, linear interpolation between waypoints. In the fol-
lowing, an algorithm for local auto-routing is laid out. The goal is to support users in their task,
by finding a smooth trajectory in a complex shaped object, while not interrupting perimeters and
reducing the amount of small gaps. The routing between fixed waypoint positions should also
adapt to changes in process parameters (layer height, number of perimeters, extrusion width etc.)
to make the design process more independent from the manufacturing step.

In section 3, the general idea of graph-based wire routing in a 3D-printed object is introduced for
the case of a single layer. The concept is extended in section 4 by adding inter-layer connections
to work on a full 3D-representation. We then describe the mitigation of wire collisions in section
5 and conclude with technical details of data representation and future work in sections 6 and 7.

3. 2D Wire Generation

The general idea for finding optimal routes within a 3D-printed object is to create a graph repre-
sentation of each layer during the slicing process, and then conduct a Dijkstra- or A*-Search on
the graph.
A wire is defined by a set of waypoints, connected with direct lines (rubberbands). For the rest of
this document, waypoints are considered to be in a fixed position. Local routing is only applied to
one rubberband at a time, connecting a pair of two waypoints.

3.1. Perimeters

The optimal route of a wire crossing or touching a perimeter would be such that it is perfectly
aligned with the most inward perimeter extrusion line. If this is not possible, due to a lack of
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space, the next best option would be the second, third, etc. perimeter. The number np and width
wp of perimeter extrusions are defined by the user and potentially vary between each object, printer,
or even different configurations on the same printer.
Optimal wire traces for all perimeters are found by taking the outline of a given layer (Fig. 3 TR)
and computing a set of offset-polygons (deflated surfaces) for each perimeter. The offset values
are given by:

np ·wp +
wc +∆

2
where wc is the extrusion width of the conductive material and ∆ is the amount of extra space to
form a channel around the wire. The result of this operation is the center of the extrusion line for
conductive material, aligned to the respective perimeter. In a final step, the resulting polygons are
weighted, to prefer inner traces, and added to the graph. The result is depicted in Fig. 3 BL.

Figure 3 – TL: The result of a single electric connection, routed in a simple demo-object. TR: Outline
(slice) of the layer which is currently processed. BL: Potential routes for wires aligned to the object perime-
ter (deflated surfaces). The resulting edges are weighted decreasingly from 1 to 3 to prefer traces with a
higher distance to the surface. BC: A set of direct interconnecting edges, computed by intersecting the rub-
berband with all deflated slices. The resulting segments are offset to the right to make them distinguishable.
BR: The fully connected resulting graph for a single layer.
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3.2. Direct Wire Connections

Figure 4 – Orientation of polygons: outer
perimeters (CCW) and inner perimeters
(CW).

In a second step, direct connections for a single wire-
segment are added to the graph to connect the perime-
ter traces and to ensure the shortest path is always
available. For wire-segments crossing only infill re-
gions, a route would also be found by the exploration
step described in sec. 3.3, but it would be bound to the
grid and in most cases unable to find a straight con-
nection. Segments crossing a hole or ending outside
of the object boundaries would not be found by the
exploration. The direct connections are determined
by computing the intersections between the wire and
all perimeter polygons generated in the previous step,
as illustrated in Fig. 3 BC. This is done successively
for each deflated surface polygon. The intersection
points are added to the polygon. Again, weights are
assigned to the connection segments: a high weight
outside of the surface (greenish sections) and the base
weight (weight of outer perimeters) inside of the ob-

ject (grey sections). The weight of each section is determined by the orientation of the intersection.
By definition, the outside of the object is always on the right side of a contour (Fig. 4). Hence,
the orientation of an intersection indicates whether the following section lies in a hole or outside
of the object as depicted by the blue arrow.

3.3. Infill Regions

Once the graph is initialized with potential, perimeter-aligned traces and direct connections, the
common A* search algorithm is executed to find an optimal route for each wire segment, iterating
from waypoint to waypoint. The search is guided by a simple Euclidean distance heuristic. To
cover infill regions, an exploring grid is generated dynamically during the search. New vertices
are inserted in 45°steps around the current vertex during the examination step, if they lie inside the
infill region as illustrated in Fig. 3 BR. Additionally, existing vertices are connected by new edges
if they lie within the grid step distance, to establish contacts between perimeter traces and
grid.

4. Inter-Layer Connections

Figure 5 – Overlapping inter-layer connec-
tion aligned with the object perimeter.

Generally, a wire is not horizontally aligned with a
single layer, but crosses several layers. In the pre-
vious section, we used only those parts of each wire
which intersect the current layer, as described in [24].
For the A*-algorithm it generally makes no difference
whether it operates on a 2D or 3D-graph to find opti-
mal routes. The graph that was sketched in section 3
already contains the full 3D-representation of all lay-
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ers. However, the challenge is to ensure proper overlapping of wires between layers to create a
”staircase” while maintaining the alignment to perimeters. The amount of overlap is given by a
user defined parameter interlayer overlap. This problem can be solved by finding equal
sequences of vertices pairwise in adjacent layers where the length of the sequence is higher than
interlayer overlap. Finding all possible combinations of graph segments for two adjacent
layers is computationally expensive. To find eligible positions for overlapping, yet optimal inter-
layer connections, we again make use of the exploring vertex examination step to only consider
candidates with a high chance of being used.
Inter-layer connections are added to the graph in two steps:

Direct linear connections At the intersection of a rubberband with each layer boundary, the direct
wire connections are extended to connect both layers before the A* search is executed (Fig.
6 left). This is achieved by cropping both ends of the resulting planar wire segments and
adding a direct connection between those cropped points (blue dots). The full wire segment
is maintained for each layer if jumping to the next layer at a different point is more optimal.

Dynamically exploring connections During the graph search, the current vertex u is tested for its
suitability as an inter-layer connection point at the vertex examination step (Fig. 6 right). The
best path to this u is traversed back, until the distance is higher than interlayer overlap
+ grid step distance. If every point on this path has a matching point at the adjacent
layer, an inter-layer edge is added between the first matching point on the path v and the
point corresponding to u in the previous (up) or next (un) layer respectively.

Figure 6 – Generation of overlapping sections for inter-layer connections. Left: overlapping segment for
the intersection of a rubberband (red) with the layer boundary (L3). The graph edge is created between the
blue dots, one of the blue lines is stored in the overlap-segments map. The resulting conductive traces are
indicated in gray. Right: the current optimal route (green) is traversed back during the vertex examination
step. For all blue points on this path, a matching vertex was found on the adjacent layer, the blue segment is
therefore stored in the overlap-segments map.

The inter-layer vertices between v and u are direct connections, whereas the overlapping path can
contain multiple points. Therefore, the overlap-segments are stored in a map with the vertex-ID as
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key. Once the optimal route is found, the overlap-segments are filled in by finding each subsequent
point on the route with different Z. The overlap-segment is appended to the end of the current and
the beginning of the next layer.
Inter-layer connections inherit the weight of the original path plus a constant factor which can
be used to influence how much a layer change is ”punished” by the algorithm. While this has
only minor effects for wire segments which extend to multiple layers, it controls how much wire
collisions are resolved by detouring within the same layer or by switching to adjacent layers.
The result of the routing algorithm is a set of potentially unconnected wire segments on each
layer. We apply the algorithm depicted in [24] to order the segments by length, avoid printing
intersections multiple times and add overlaps to have the extrusion end at pin contact points if
necessary.

Figure 7 – Final result of a simple circuit, routed over multiple layers along a curved surface. The circuit
contains a simple coin cell battery and a blue LED with matching voltage requirements. The wires directly
contact the battery, with the lower attached to a lever structure, serving as a manual switch. Two additional
waypoints are set to ensure a straight line to contact the battery. The images show every second layer of the
final toolpath. The wires are automatically routed along the surface over several layers, with overlapping
sections to achieve stable inter-layer contact.

5. Wire Collisions

Avoiding wire collisions during the routing process is one of the fundamental requirements. Addi-
tionally, it is highly desirable to align wires with a similar route to achieve a printable distance of
a multiple of the extrusion width. We solve this by routing the wires subsequently. The channels
of already routed wires are treated as normal holes in the topology of each layer, so the perimeter
of any routed wire attracts the search algorithm implicitly by its low edge weight.

With the wires being routed sequentially, obviously the processing order becomes important. The
earlier a particular wire is processed, the higher is its probability to be routed on a direct connection,
without circumventing other wires. While we are currently not aiming at solving the complex task
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of automatic, global routing, we implemented a heuristic sorting approach to reduce the effect of
wire collisions.
In a first step, the unrouted rubberbands are naively projected onto the layers they intersect with.
For each layer, the inflated, unrouted wire polygons are removed from the surface, as if a channel
were generated. Then, the number of intersections with perimeters of the temporary layer surface
is computed for each unrouted wire. In a final step, the wires are sorted ascending by the number
of their collisions and length.
Finally, the full advantage of 3D-printing can be utilized to avoid collisions by switching to a
different layer. To facilitate the generation of inter-layer connections at wire intersection points, the
graph exploration step described in sec. 3.3 is extended to insert new grid points at the current and
both adjacent layers. Since grid-points are spatially aligned, inter-layer connections are implicitly
found during the subsequent exploration steps.

6. Data Representation

The generation of polygons and intersections depends on floating-point operations and is therefore
inherently prone to roundoff deviations. Although Slic3r internally uses scaled coordinates, it is
still necessary to cope with slightly different positions of points. Points are therefore compared
with a similarity operator, allowing for a deviation of ε . However, the graph structure stores points
in a hash-map for constant access complexity. This prevents the direct use of a similarity operator.
The vertices of each layer are therefore aligned with the adjacent layer prior to the routing step.
A second issue affects the generation of inter-layer connections and grid points in combination
with long, straight perimeter segments. To find matching overlapping traces, the current best route
is traversed back, point by point. If the distance between two points is higher than interlayer
overlap, no match is found although the lines might be aligned. To solve this, all surface poly-
gons are supersampled with a maximal point distance smaller then interlayer overlap and
grid step distance.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a novel algorithm for topology aware wire routing in 3D printed objects was intro-
duced. A weighed graph representation of the object is assembled during the slicing step and an A*
algorithm is used to find optimal routes and avoid wire collisions. Key process parameters (layer
height, trace width, number of perimeters) are incorporated to adapt the wire routing individually
to each print configuration while preserving the general electronics layout.

A known limitation of this approach is its inability to find inter-layer connections aligned to perime-
ters of inclined surfaces. However, it is probably geometrically not possible to find an optimal
solution in this case. Valid connections are still found in the infill regions of an object.

Important steps for future work include:

Performance A thorough complexity analysis and performance optimizations should be con-
ducted to make the autorouting feature suitable for complex geometries. Even the bare
slicing process without electronics integrated requires considerables resources for high res-
olution objects.
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Collision Optimization The strategies to avoid wire collisions could be significantly improved by
better sorting heuristics and iterative backtracking optimization.

Conductive Trace Diameter Currently, conductive traces are limited to a single line on a single
layer. Variations are possible by tuning the extrusion width, but support for multi-width and
multi-layer traces is desirable to generate thicker wires for some applications.

More information, including the source code is available on the projects website:
https://tams.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/research/3d-printing/
conductive_printing.
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